


THE FUTURE OF Fire 

Introducing Luume



1,000,000 years
Is how long it takes for 
volcanic lava rocks to 
form,which by the way 
is what we use to fuel 

our fires.

Piece de Resistance
A renaissance is here, once more. We are 
pedantic about sourcing only the finest 
materials from the furthest corners of the 

world.
A LUUME Table does not compromise on 
any feature. Stone table tops, the Jewel 
of the Crown in every LUUME table, are 

meticulously sought after by us.

 A new renaissance has begun with 
LUUME.

A finsihing touch
Every note in a symphony 

matters.
LUUME is embellished with 
specialist metallic trimmings, 
which gracefully tie the table 
together with elegance and 

luxury.
Choose Rustic god, Stainless 
steel or a metallic bronze to 
contract the deep granite 

colours & textures

“Colors, like features, follow 
the changes of the emotions.”  

Pablo Picasso
Explore colour the way it was 

meant to be.
Order your LUUME table 
with a bespoke Granite top 
to match your personality & 

compliment your space.

No wire, less fuss
Untangle your work flow 
with wireless mobile phone 

charging on LUUME tables.

Sounds too good to be true?
Our experts have been making 
sounds which are clear, crisp 
and carry a deep resonance 
for over 25 years, with one aim, 
that sound must disappear 
into architecture and reappear 

in the hearts of the listener.

 The LUUME sound system 
creates an extraordinary 

audible experience.

Hand Crafted in the U.K.
LUUME is carefeully hand 
crafted by our Artians in 

the United Kingdom

Speak, touch, Action.
We believe in simplicity and ease of 

functionality. 
Why should one complicate with wires 

and buttons,
when one can touch and speak.

LUUME tables carry a state-of-the-art 
home SMART feature which seamlessly 
connects it to an integrated platform, 
allowing you to bring your LUUME to 
life with a single word spoken to an 
Alexa or Google Assistant or just with a 

simple touch on your tablet.
Playing your music or changing the 
mood light, is now just a word or touch 

away.

D I S C O V E R  L U U M E



LUUME IS NOT JUST A TABLE, ITS AN Experience
HERE ARE SOME WAYS TO EXPERIENCE LUUME

À LA CARTE
Invite your guests for a sizzling dinner with our barbecue accessory.

CHAMPAGNE ANYONE? 
Keep warm with fire or cool down with a crisp Champagne, you decide.

Keep things cool

and use the built-in ice tray to keep your champagne on ice



Our artisans have created iconic works of art 
for  global power houses such as Louis Vuitton, 
Harrods and Chanel.

 Over 25 years, the ebb and flow of experience has 
culminated into sheer excellence and an enviable 
attention to detail which reflects in every corner, 
edge and facet of a LUUME table. 

 Choose Luxury, choose LUUME.

Why

LUUME



Every LUUME is hand crafted with love, passion, 
care and an obsessive attention to detail.

The culmination of decades of mastery in arts, 
crafts and a labour of love is reflective in every 
corner, facet &  feature of a LUUME table.

 LUUME is setting the standard for LUXURY fire 
tables, the Renassance has begun.

We are obsessed with aesthetics; some may say that it is 
too much.

But we are only getting started on a revolution, one of 
reinventing the past in order to create a future of glamour, 
fashion, art and luxury.

Immersing in the design process, the options for creating 
your own LUUME fireplace are almost endless.

We offer you innumerable solutions of product finishings: 
an exceptionally wide choice of Metals, coatings, 
stonework & glasswork

For over 25 years, our master craftsman have worked for some of the 
most powerful brands & companies such a Louis Vuitton, Christian Dior, 
Givenchy, Harrods to name a few.
 LUUME brings you the penultimate in furniture extravagence.

Over years LUUME master artisans have nurtured a depth and 
an aesthetic value which today is a rarity, only deserving of 
rave and applaud.

LUUME celebrates only the best in master hand crafted 
artisianal craftmanship

LUUME, THE RENAISSANCE OF F IRE.
OBSESSED WITH AESTHETICS

F INISHINGS & COLOURSHANDCRAFTED MASTERPIECE



OUR COLLECTION
Discover our collection of fire tables.



Ideal for smaller spaces, the Luume coffee table exudes luxury (and warmth!) and is perfect for any outdoor 
space.

Introducing Luume’s signature table. 
The Gatsby exudes luxury and is fully customisable to suit your design requirements.

Take your outdoor dining experience to the next level with a Luume Dining Fire Table.

COFFEE  TABLEGATSBY

DIN ING TABLE



Introducing Luume’s signature table. 
The Gatsby exudes luxury and is fully customisable to suit your design 
requirements.

GATSBY TABLE



Take your outdoor dining experience to the next level with a Luume Dining 
Fire Table.
Choose table tops or bases from a selection of three options.

DINING TABLE



The Luume Coffee Fire Table is the smallest of the range, making it 
perfect for those smaller spaces.   Available in multiple colourways 
and finishes it will complement the look of any outdoor space.

COFFEE TABLE



BESPOKE YOUR LUUME



LUUME was born out of a love for great art, from a creative vision, kindling a burning 
desire to create magnificent pieces of exemplary furniture which will grace the homes 

and spaces of pure connoisseurs. 

 The artisans, master technicians who have hand crafted LUUME tables are the same 
visionaries who have given life to some of the most iconic architecture, brands, and 

products globally.

 The founder Jai Dian, whose own family pedigree can be traced back to high end fashion 
 is on a poetic mission to make LUUME the future of luxury Smart Fires.

 LUUME marks the renaissance of Fire.

ABOUT LUUME



I N S P I R I N G  TA L E N T  

CONTACT US :
Email:         info@luumefires.com
Address:    Luume Ltd Nottingham,UK
CALL:         00 44 1159862255
          




